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I. BASIC PROBLEM 
Man has been flying for -approximately 70 years. During those 70 
yea:r_s,_ the aircraft man has been flying have grown progressively more 
complex, sophisticated and costly. Furthermore, the aircraft perfor-
mance has changed dramatically. Speeds of 6o miles per hour have 
become speeds of 2;000 miles per hour. Level flight has become 
sustained vertical climbs of several miles. 
As the aircraft oecame more sophisticated a.nd difficult to fly 
due to the speed at which events occur and the myriad systems to be 
monitored, the requirement for crew training gre-...r. 
Thirty years ago the first training device designed to simulate 
the aerodynamic flying qualities of ·a specific aircraft wa.s made . 
l 
From this electronic analog computer simulation of the PBM-3 aircraf t 
the technology progressed to the current levels of having mtLltiple 
cockpit operational flight trainers whose equations are solved by a. 
single digital computer. (l) 
The essence of these simulations is the mathematical model used 
to generate the desired responses from the simulated cockpit. This 
mathematical model includes equatj.ons of motion, which are manifes-
tations of Newton's Laws as expressed in some complex collection of 
moving coordinate systems. -The coordinate systems commonly utilizecl 
for aircraft simulation vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, but 
are generally ta.lcen from the fo~lowing set of axis sys terns: (2 ) 
Bod.y Axis System - A right-handed triad of mutually perpendicu-
lar a~es with origin located at the center of gravity of the 
aircraft. The X and Z axes constitute the plane of s~1etry 
although the orientation of the X axis may vary. Some orienta.·· 
tions of the X axis are: . (1) along the wing chord - convenient 
for de fining the angle of attack, ( 2) along the pri ncipG.J. axis 
this eliminates all products of inertia, (3) along the thrust 
line - this eliminates resolving thrust into components, (4) 
along an axis which yields zero lift for zero angle of attack. 
Wind Axis System - A right-handed triad of mutually perpendicu-
lar axes '\'Ti th origin located at the center of gravity of the 
aircraft. The X and Z axes constitute the plane of .symmetry; 
hovrever, the X axis is directed along the velocity vector. 
Stability Axis System - A right-handed triad of mutually perpen-
dicular axes with origin located at the center of gravity of the 
aircraft. The X stability axis is the projection o:t the X wind 
axis on the aircraft plane of symmetry through the angle defined 
as the side slip angle of fJ . The angle between the X stability 
axis and the X body axis is defined as the angle of attack or 
~-
Inertia Axis System - A right-handed triad of mutually perpen-
dicular axes '\<lith the Z vector taken as coincident ivith the 
gravity vector. The X vector may be taken as true north or 
some other arbitrary heading. 
The resultant equations, written in whichever combina.tion of 
axis systems were chosen, are then related to true spatial position 
using either the Euler angles or direction cosines (again in body 
or wind axes). 
2 
3 
During the past 25 years much research has been conducted in the 
area of flight simulat~on, f'i:r.st just to derive the equations of 
motion, and second to simplify the equations of motion so as to be 
-·· -
better able to implement them. The early developmental work in trans-
forming the raw two-dimensional data, as usually obtained from wind. 
tunnel work, to full three-dimensional equations of motion sui ta.bJ.e 
for simulation purposes was performed by Bell Laboratories, the Reeves 
Instrument Corporation, and MIT. Mark E. Connelly (2 ) of MIT does an 
excellent job of summarizing this developmental effort. · 
In a modern operational flight trainer (OFT) much more calculation 
is required than is shown by the basic equations of motion given in 
reference 2. Generally, around 30 equations are solved just for the 
basic aerodynamic computation. Of the 30 equations, approximately 
20 integrations are required. Additionally, many functional 
coefficients must be evaluated for the various equations. As an 
example of the functional dependence, consider the basic drag 
equation: 
Fxs = -q Sw cn (1) 
vrhere 
q = ~f V, 2 T = dynamic pressure 
Sw = 530 ft2 = wing area 
CD = total drag coefficient 
4 
However, CD in reality is: 
Cn = CnBasic + + 
- .en WoF./JE + en + enS w.M. + Cn + SL.G. G.E. 
en b C.T. + en a w .T. + CD s s.w. (2) 
When evaluating all the incremental drag coefficient terms, one must 
evaluate eight functions of Mach, two functions of Mach and lift 
coefficient, two functions of \ving flaps, one function of bleed a.ir 
coefficient and lift coefficient, two functions of bleed air and wing 
flaps, one function of lift coefficient and finally two functions of 
altitude. Most of the functional forms of the aerodynamic equations 
are similar to equation (1) in comp~exity. 
In addition to the aerodynamic equations of motion; the modern 
operational flight trainer computers ·must compute several other 
classes of equations; they include: 
Engines/Fuel Atmospheric - in this group of equations are 
equations such as: 
1. Starter control logic 
2. Ignition and flame logic 
3. Afterburner ignition and flame 
4. Engine instrument equations 
5~ Freestream parameters 
6. Compressor inlet parameters 
7. Compressor exit pressure 
8. Eng:i.ne fuel f1mv 
9. Afterburner fuel flow 
10. Exhaust nozzle area 
11. Exhaust gas temperature 
12 • Engine RPM 
13. Engine airflow and bleed air 
14. Thrust 
15. Fuel quantity/depletion/transfer 
Radio/Navigational Aids - equations and interface for calcula-
tions involving: 
1. Ground speed 
2. Ground position 
3. True heading 
4. Tacan DME 
5. Bearing to various stations 
6. Simulated navigational computer readouts 
7. Identification tones for beacon 
8. ILS glide slope and azimuth 
Instructional/Evaluation Capability - the newer operational 
flight trainers have the ability to demonstrate to the trainee 
hm-1 the "perfect" maneuver is flown, allow the trainee to 
attempt the maneuver, and then evaluate his performance.(3) 
Miscellaneous - some of these systems are major in complexity: 
1. Control loading 
2. Moments and products of inertia 
3. Center of gravity 
5 
~· . Gross weight 
5. Cockpit motion . 
6. Auto-pilot 
7. Automatic power compensation system 
8. Hydraulics 
9. Electrical bussing/generation 
10. Pneumatics 
11. Landing Gear 
12. Wing flaps 
13. Sound system 
14. Foot brakes/speed brakes 
If we extend our consideration to include the complexity of an 
entire Weapons System Trainer versus an Operational Flight Trainer, 
we then must includ.e other areas of major computational effort. 
The added computing requirement is required to evaluate the equation~ 
necessary to properly simulate for ex~nple: 
Radar - all aspects must be included: 
1. Target locations/velocities 
2. Field of view of radar 
3. Maximum range of intercept 
4. Display information 
5. "Kill" information or scoring 
6 
Armament - any and all weapon types and performance characteristics 
of each type must be properly i mplemented. 
Methods of obtaining the solution of all of the above equations 
or systems of equations so as to provide simulation fidelity for the 
least_cost is the theme to be discussed in the remaining portions of 
this paper. 
7 
JI. PRESENT METHODS 
Until 1956 the best simulators obtainable for high performance 
air_er~ft utilized AC analog computation and serv-o integration. In 
1956 electronic integration and DC analog computers became the 
optimum solution technique. This approach seemed to be ideal·, since 
in flight simulators the electronic analog computer is in ' its 
optimum mode of operation, i.e. solv-ing many simultaneous non-linear 
integra-differential equations vri th time varying coefficients. 
These equation solutions and the trainee response constitute a 
closed loop system which has relatively short time constants. Jl.'1y 
error that might have begun to accwnulate due to computational 
inaccuracies was countered by the pilot response. All equations 
were solved continuously, and the performance of the simulators in 
general was well received. There were several genuine drawbacks 
to this methodology, notably: 
1. The semi-conductor age vras just in its infancy \IThen 
these simulators were designed; hen~e, the operational am1)lifiers 
chosen for the computers were not well suited for their assigned 
task, e.g. some had open loop gains of only 104 and unity gain 
at only 10 cycles per second. It was not uncommon to encounter 
situations in 1vhich the trainee would induce a sudden stick 
input and before the computational loop ha~ responded, the input 
operational amplifier 1vas saturated and the entire loop would 
proceed to saturate • . 
2. The operational runplifiers were temperature and moisture 
sensitive to some small degree and in systems which involved 
long time integration with slow integration rates negative 
8 
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training was encountered. For example, in fuel systems the f uel 
integrators would actually integrate to shov1 the tanks filling 
while in flight if the humidity were low, and proper depletion i f 
- . -· 
the humidity were high. Clearly, this situation demanded much 
maintenance action. 
3. Logical decisions are not the analog computer's forte . 
Flight simulators have literally hundreds of logical decis ions 
to record and evaluate. Occasionally, this function is accompliched 
using comparator amplifiers and relays. If' the relays are not arc 
suppressed, the computer loops actually attempt to compute the 
spurious signals. The end result was occasional "bumps" in 
control loading or in displays • . 
4. The reliability of the operational ~mplifiers wa.s not 
'vhat it could be, again the vacuum tube technology was the 
limiting aspect. In a weapons system trainer, the flight and 
engine computers alone would utilize approximately 400 operational 
amplifiers, each with four or five tubes. The end result was 
upwards of five operational amplifier failures per day. Of 
course, the failed amplifiers had to be · located causing, again, 
a maintenance problem. 
5. Perhaps the most serious drawback of these analog 
computers is that flight trainers are needed when the operational 
equipment is placed into service. During the initial phas es of 
the equipment introduction (and long after) many changes are 
1nade to the operational equipment which must then be incorpor-
ated into the simulator design. The whole point is that the analog 
con~uters are hardware and hence, changes require many hours of 
redesign, hardware procurement, and lead times. 
-10 
_Today there are still many analog computer flight simulators in 
use. Some have been converted to solid state technology with dra-
matic success. For exa~le, the Navy has several F4 Phantom simulators 
which are very well received by the pilots of the Fleet as being wel l 
representative of the aircraft. The trainers are run continuously 
for eight to ten hours a day and have experienced less than ten 
operational amplifier failures per year. Other trainers were solid 
state from original design, and in general are reliable. 
Around 1953 the state-of-the-art in digital computers was 
inadequate for flight computers for ·several reasons: 
1. The digital computers were simply unreliable due mainl y 
to use of vacuum tubes. 
2. High speed storage was inadequate. 
3. The methodology for handling large amounts of analog to 
digital and digital to analog interfacing was not well devel oped . 
4. Since digital computation is serial and all equations must 
be updated rather frequently, the speed of the basic computational 
circuitry simply was not sufficient. 
5. Procedures for establishing the stability of various 
numerical integration techniques were not yet formulated. 
It was not until September 1960 that a digital computer was 
produced which could solve the flight equations in "real time." 
Here "real time" is recognized to be iterative serial computation 
using previously computed values and iterations sufficiently fast 
ll 
that the displays appear to be real time. The computer was constructed 
by Sylvania under the guidance of the University of Pennsylvania; it 
vras kngwn as the Universal Digital Operational Flight Trainer Tool 
(UDOFT'r). Its purpose was to evaluate the feasibility of using diGital 
computational techniques to control a flight trainer. Although it 1vas 
programmed to simulate subsonic aircraft only (F9F and FlOOA) and had. 
no tactics, it was the breakthrough in digital flight simulation. 
It was not until 1965 that the Navy placed in use the first 
digitally computed simulator. It was Device 2F75 and represented 
the HRB-1 helicopter. In 1969 the Navy pu.rchased a multiple coch:p:i t 
device, manufactured by Goodyear, in which all calculations a,re 
computed by a single digital computer. It represents four TA4J 
trainer aircraft. It also was the first device to make use of an 
instructional mode in which the simulator will fly a nperfect" 
maneuver, allow the student to fly the maneuver, and then grade the 
student 's performance. 
Digitally computed simulators have made dramatic advances in tbc 
few years since their inception a few short years ago. Some of the 
dravrbacks to thi!3 method of computing are: 
1. In the past computers capable of performing the required 
calculations were rather expensive, around $600,000 for computers 
of the XDS Sigma 7 class. 
2. Due to the requirement for speed, all programming ha,s 
been performed in assembly languages. From company to comprwy 
the assembly languages are different, hence the modification of 
program and original programming efforts are complicated . 
12 
3. The accuracy and stability of the program depend. not only 
on the nature of the equations solved, but on the numerical inte-
fSr~.tion scheme chosen, the interation interval, and the sequencing 
of the equations which are being solved. As a.n example, it vm.s 
determined in the Research Tool Digital Computer System that 
delays as short as 50 milliseconds, caused by having various 
subroutines updated out of sequence, could cause enough phase la.g 
to introduce instability in regions of operation where the 
stability phase margin of the actual equations wa.s small.(4) The 
problem here is clear; when modifying an existing program , one 
must take care not to induce instability inadvertuntly by i rJter-
ru.pting the sequence of calculations. In some cases, reducing 
the step size of an integration is not a.n assurance of increased 
accuracy nor stability; such is the case ~ith Milne's method.(5) 
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III. IDEAL SOLUTION 
The ideal solution is defined as the method which is most easily 
impl~ented and provides acceptable simulation fidelity while obtain-
ing real time solutions to the required mathematical model. There 
are simulation languages which nearly satisfy the requirements for 
utilization in the ideal computing system. 
One such language is IBM's Continuous System Modeling Program 
(CSMP) (6). The language is easily read and programmed. It provides 
good diagnostics, sequences all equations and uses floating point 
arithmetic. As an illustration of use of CSMP, the author prepared 
a jet engine simulation. The mathematical. model of the engine, 
variable definitions and sample output appear in Appendix A. The 
CPU time required for 30 seconds of simulated time at an iteration 
interval of 50 milliseconds was 83 seconds. Herein lies the most 
serious drawback of CSMP. Today's computers do not compute fast 
enough to allow real time flight simulation using a language as 
sophisticated as CSMP. 
Another promising language is Differential Analyzer Replace-
ment II (DARE II)(7). "DARE II is a block-oriented, relatively 
fast, fixed-point system permitting real time flight simulation on 
the small PDP-9."(8) DARE II is quite efficient since it uses fixed-
point assembly coding as opposed to CSMP's Fortran base. 
IV • MORE REALISTIC SOLliTIONS 
A. Large Scale Digital Computer 
One alternative is to continue with the modern digital 
computers. The cost of such systems is actually decreasing for 
comparable computing power. For example, the 1970's Systems 
Engineering Laboratories SEL 86 computing system costing approxi-
mately $210,000 in 1972 dollars gives performance equalling the 
Control Data Corporation CDC 6400 (a well respected scientific 
computer which yielded third generation performance utilizing 
second generation hardware and innovative architecture) which sold 
for around $600,000 in 196o dollars. (9) 
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State variable integration routines might be implemented for 
non-time varying, linear, "non-stiff"(ll) systems of differential 
equations since they offer six to one reductions in integration 
time required as compared to fourth order Runge KUtta integration.(lO) 
Another change that could be considered to the present 
methods of simulation is to make use of a "switch monitor." This 
is a device which consists of a small scratch pad memory and clock 
and is able to compute changes in switch position as a function of 
time and stored switch position. The switch monitor only has an 
output if a switch position has changed, hence it will interrupt 
the main computation cycle only to report switch position changes; 
therefore, the main program need not evaluate each switch position 
at each update interval, but only when a switch has changed position. 
This clearly could result in substantial time savings since most 
operational trainers have dozens of switches which require active 
15 
simulation. The "switch monitor" idea is suggested by Messrs. R~H. 
Woolsey and R.A. Soeldner. A logical extension of this concept 
would be to monitor all Boolean functions in such a fashion and aga,in 
i~terrupt the main program only when such a function changes rather 
than at each update cycle. 
B. Hybrid 
It seems as though the modern digital computing systems with 
their associated peripheral D/A and A/D units are well able to bundle 
present day simulation needs. Why, then, should hybria . . computing 
(12) . 
schemes even be considered? Bekey and Ka.rplus offer some vo.lid 
reasons: 
l. "Large numbers of faster than real time solutions are 
often necessary or desirable for design purposes or . to obtain 
statistical significance in the results when random variables 
are involved.'' 
2. If • • • hybrid systems in many cases still preserve the 
excellent analog-type interface between the user and the computer 
system. In other words, a. hybrid system generally permits better 
'hands-on' operation than a purely digital system." 
3. "Finally, there are some real-time flight equation 
problems where the problem frequencies are so high that a 
purely digital system is not adequate. These high freque ncies 
may be present in control system loops, in elastic-structure 
modes, or in control-jet transients." 
Dr. Korn adds the following considerations: 
1. Using digital, computers of the 1975 era, DARE( 7) type 
systems cow_d simulate flight systems with included frequencie~ 
of 40 Hz. However, modern analog computers are still ' "a hundred 
times faster."( 7) 
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2. He goes on to say, "the main reason for employi ng hybrid 
simulation at all is either the existence of actual hardware in 
the loop or some 20 to 50 Hz components due to hydr aulic servos 
and/or aeroelasticity."( 7) He predicts that systems with t hese 
frequencies will be easily handled by digital systems of the late 
1970's, however. 
3. "The sole advantage of hybrid computation is · computing 
speed in large simulators."(S) 
One should consider some of the argtUnents against anal og comput ers 
that have been used in the past, namely: 
a. Low quality operational amplifiers 
b. Poor logical decision capability 
c. Low reliability of the components, generally t he 
operational amplifiers. 
d. Difficulty of programming and time involved . 
e. Limited accuracy (.01% at best) 
f. Limited storage capability 
Present solid state technology has largely elimina ted ar guments 
a and c • . Arguments b and f are ably handled by the di gi t al portions 
of the modern hybrid system. The only arguments of cont ent ion which 
remain are d and e. Considerable effort on the part of t he various 
analog manufacturers has resulted in digital computer programs , which 
are run on the hybrid machines, that perform many of t he labor i ous 
scaling and fUnction generating difficulties usually as sociat ed with 
17 
. (l4) A f t analog programm1ng. s ar as argumen e is concerned, there has 
been work accomplished in this area as well. Notably, Gioli and 
Woldschmidt(l3) have obtained .Ol% accuracy for differential AD con-
- .-
verters, multiplying DA converters, function generating, multiplying 
DA converters, absolute value devices, polarity restoring devices, 
multipliers and dividers. This accuracy is not what a digital machine 
provides, but is certainly adequate when one considers the accuracy 
of the raw aerodynamic data is of the order 2%. Furthermore, analog 
integration is truly defined (and continuous), whereas the digital 
integration is at best an approximation. 
Assuming one decided to use the hybrid approach, the digital/ 
analog partitioning might be performed in any of the following 
fashions: (l2 ) 
1. Function generation performed digitally, multiplication 
performed by MDAC's (Multiplying digital to analong converters), 
digital storage and decisions, all aerodynamics performed using 
the analog portion. The limiting speed of simulation is determined 
by the digita.l function generation. 
2. Translational equations, digital portions of l above, and 
slower calculations such as Mach and al ti tud·e performed digitally, 
all other calculations performed using the analog portion of the 
computer. Here the high frequency rotational loops would not have 
digital integration limitations. 
3. Using the analog computer only for the systems 'ttTi th 
extremely high operational frequencies, such as the auto-pilot 
and aeroelastic terms. 
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Since the present day digital equipment is "fast enough)" it 
appears that, even though the modern analog computer is a hundred 
-
times faster than the present digital equipment, its' hardware orienta.-
tion will prove to be too troublesome to implement, debug and modify, 
and hence vrill become even less used .. in the future. (l4)( l5) 
c. Multiple Minicomputers 
Minicomputers, as used in this paper, are distinguished from 
larger computing systems by several factors; minicomputers have: 
1. Physically smaller size 
2. Shorter word length (16 bits) 
3. LovTer cost 
4. Limited processing capabilities 
Minicomputer prices have decreased in the last t\•ro years from the 
$20 ,000 to $60 ,000 range to the $L~,OOO to $20,000 range. The 
decreases in cost have been accomplished by similar increases in 
perfornmnce. The advances in semiconductor technology and the 
competitive market have been mainly responsible for both the price 
decrease and the performance increase. There is no reason to 
believe that either of the tvm trends vrill cease in the future. 
l-Ienee, if minicomputers are capable of being used in some configura-
tion such that they are able to meet the demands imposed by the 
simulation problem, then they should certainly be considered as 
likely candidates. 
Some analysis is in order to determine if the minicomputer 
vlOrd length of 16 bits is large enough to 11ermi t sufficiently 
accurate computation. As an example, consider the required altitude 
19 
calculation range of 0 to 100,000 feet and perceivable rates of cha.n gc 
of altitude as low as four feet per minute at an update rate of 20 
cycl~~_per second. The calculations are as follows: 
• 
h = (h) X (A t) 





= .00333 ft/cycle 
For a maximum altitude of 100,000 feet, the word length required to 
represent altitude must be able to provide an accuracy of 
100,000 ft = 30,030,030 
.00333 ft/cycle 
= 30 X 106 
or 26 bits (33,554,432). Hence, this calculation ·would require double 
precision 32 bits. Similar reasoning would show that a.l.l inteerat ion 
and integrands associated with the equations of motion would requir e 
double precision. All other calculations would be sufficiently 
accurate using only 16 bits. 
To carry t~e analysis a step further, comparative counts on 
numbers of instructions required for a S•pecific area of an operational 
(15) flight trainer are summarized in Table I • This particular train-
ing device represents a subsonic jet trainer which utilizes neither 
tactics nor radar. It does have features of the future such as play-
back of student performance and voJ.ce instructed training progr ams . 
While the aircraft which is represented is not of the high performance 
caliber, it does provide a representative tool of evaluation. Not ice 
that 41,138 is the total memory requirement and that based on update 
rates of 20 Hz for high frequency, 10 Hz for medium frequency and 
20 
5 Hz for slowly changing functions, the total number of instruction 
per second is 193,630 on the ~verage. Table II (l5) shows a comparison 
of ~~~ral of the leading minicomputer manufacturer's models which are 
capable of providing the computing speed necessary to yield proper 
simulation of the jet trainer. Here the table is broken down by 
instruction type and the ratio of occurrence of that type instruction 
in a typical operational flight trainer. The contribution column is 
the product of the occurrence and the execution time for a specific 
model. The figures shown for the PDP-ll/45 are worst case with 
respect to speed of addressing. The computer has two modes of address-
ing and depending on the specific coding may require the faster or 
slower. If an average mix is used, the speed of the PDP-11/45 
becomes 398,500 instructions per second. Obviously any of the mini-
computers evaluated could provide the average 193,630 or even the 
worst case 261,300 instructions per second and even have additional 
capability for future modifications. The memory requirement of 
41,138 is not unrealistically high. For example, the PDP-ll/45 has 
the capability of expansion to l28K. It is interesting to note that, 
although it is not required for this training device, the PDP-11/45 
has an even faster CPU whiCh is a plug-in. This amount of flexible 
computing power for a basic price (l7) of $10,800 including 4K memory 
is startling. 
The amount of calculation required in a weapon system trainer 
is at least twice that required for an operational flight trainer 
(as our jet trainer example above). Is it possible to connect say 
two or three PDP-ll's together such that they are operating in 
21 
parallel? Dr. KQrn(8) believes so. · The PDP-11 was chosen for the 
example due to the extreme ease of adding additional components 
(me~~cy bank, printer, disc controller, additional CPU, etc.). The 
ease of adding components is due largely to Digital Equipment Company's 
unibus (trademark) which is an asydhronous bus. Dr. KOrn presents 
arguments which indicate the PDP-11/45 execution times to be approxi-
mately two to five times slmrer than the CDC 64oo and that by using 
seven PDP-ll/45's in parallel the computing power of the CDC 6400 
could be matched or exceeded. The comparative prices of the two equal 
computing systems would be $250,000 (1972 dollars) for the multi-
processor system as compared to $600,000 (1960 dollars - of the Sigma 5 
or Sigma 7 class). 
There is an important drawback that must be noted: The only 
way this system will work is if information is easily passed from 
one processor to another. If care is not exercised in problem 
partitioning, one processor may have to wait until the other is free 
and the expected increase in computing speed would be lost. (lB) An 
example might be the weapon system trainer. Here the engines, flight 
systems, etc., would be handled with one minicomputer, and the 
navigational aids/tactics with another. The only inter-connecting 
information would be heading, altitude, air speed and position. 
In the case of the jet trainer(l5) used as our example above, 
the actual training device consists of four cockpits, each driven 
by one PDP-11/45. Other larger computers have been used to drive 
multiple cockpits (2F9Q). The multiple minicomputer solution seems 
to be a better choice from the maintenance point of view, i.e. if 
one computer should fail, the -others go on operatihg. 
22 
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V. WHAT IS IN STORE FOR THE FUTURE? 
Faster computers are a certainty.( l 7) Present memory cycle times 
are in the order of 950 nano-seconds (PDP-ll/45). The yea:r. 1975 vTill 
have more use of semiconductor memories with backup battery operation 
to prohibit memory loss in the event o~ a pmver failure. Metal oxide 
semiconductor (MOS ) memories are currently offering 480 to 600 nano-
second cycle times and promise 150 to 250 nano-seconds by 1975. 
Bipolar LSI memories with cycle times of 150 to 250 nano-seconds ure 
currently available and are projected to yield 100 nano-second cycles 
times by 1975. This represents an order of magnitude increase in 
speed in only four years. The next extension would perhaps be la.ser 
memories. 
The next step is miniaturization such that the minicomputer 
becomes the microcomputer and ultimately the picocomputer. Today 
microcomputers exist, one example is the INTEL 8008. Its package 
is a standard dual inline 14 pin. Present cost is $120, or in 
quantities greater 'than one hundred, the cost is $90. Its features 
are : 
1. 8-bi t word 
2. 48 instructions 
3. 7 registers (2 for addressing) 
4. Interrupt capability 
5 • 7 -\vord stack memory 
Dr. Korn's idea of multiprocessors is logically extended to n micro-
computers by Mr. c. Bauer. 
In summation, it appears that the trend of the future in flie;ht 
simulation will be toward multiple minicomputers. 
INST WORD 
PROOF.AM MODULE COUNr COUNT 
Flight 1100 198o 
Engines 600 lOBo 
Aircraft Systems 3100 558o 
Interpolation (LFI) 596 1073 
Na.v/Com 2400 4320 
Initial Condition Processor 100 18o 
Man/Auto Malfunction 20 36 
Demonstrations 0 0 
Missions l98o 3564 
Procedure Monitor 850 1530 
Parameter Recording 150 270 
Display & Keyboard Oontrol 700 126o 
Hard Copy . 200 36o 
Plotter Handler 100 180 
Procedures Boo 1440 
Dynamic Replay 70 126 
Instrument Page 2000 36oo 
CRT Buf'fer 0 0 
-. 
Voice Recorder 4o 72 
Sound 300 540 
Motion 175 315 
Math Library 885 1593 
Exec & I/O 1945 3501 
On-Line Utilities 300 540 
Display Systems 0 0 































































Instruction Ratio of DEC 
Type Occurrence PDP-ll 
Load/Store (li.OV) 0.332 4.02 
*Load/Store D.P. 0.006 7.30 
Add/Subtract 0.169 4.02 
~~d/SUbtract D.P. o.oo4 3.78 
Multiply 0.061 6.99 
Divide o.oo6 12.43 
Branch 0.228 1.45 
Shift 0.063 3.30 
Logical 0.074 1.17 
Miscellaneous 0.057 4.17 
Average Instruction 1.000 
Time 
Processing Speed -. 
(Instructions/second ) 





CCI4PUTER SPEED CALCULATIONS 
EXECUTION TD.ffi ( sec) CONTRIBUTION 
Honeywell Honeywell XDS DEC Honeywell Honeywell XDS 
H-316 DDP 516 Sigma. 3 PDP-11 H-316 DDP 516 Sigma 3 
3.2 1.92 2.0 1.33 1.053 0.632 0.658 
4.8 2.88 4.0 .044 o.o43 0.026 0.036 
3.2 1.92 2.0 .679 0.534 0.321 0.334 
4.8 2.88 18.0 .015 0.029 0.017 0.108 
8.8 5.28 8.5 .426 0.536 0.322 0.518 
17.6 10.56 10.5 .075 0.105 0.063 o.o63 
2.0 1.44 1.8 .330 0.456 0.328 0.410 
3.2 1.92 4.0 .208 0.201 0.121 0.252 
2.4 1.44 2.0 .8o6 0.177 0.107 0.148 
1.8 0.96 1.5 .237 0.102 0.005 0.085 
3·.43 3.236 1.992 2.612 
309,000 502,000 382,850 
---
28,000 14,000 
*291,000 281,000 488,000 382,850 
TA-BLE II 






The purpose of this appendix is to present an example of a continu-
ous system simulation using "ideal" languages. This simulation serves 
to illustrate the facility with which _a program may be developed and 
the large amount of central processor unit time required to execute all 
the diagnostic tests and carry out the required computation. The 
system to be simulated should display the attributes of the language 
being used. For example, the system should include functional 
evaluation, threshold detection, variable coefficient integral 
equations, etc. 
The system chosen for simulation was that of a high performance 
I 
jet engine; in particular, the General Electric J79-8. 
The IBM Continuous System Modeling Program OS/360 was chosen as 
the simulation language due to its availability. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The equations were simplified only to the extent that portions of 
the prestart logic were not fully operationally simulated. Those 
logic states not simulated were established at the initiation of the 
runs. For example, the starter switching, ground power available 
sequence was not simulated since it has nothing to contribute to the 
dynamic response of the engine. The attached list of variables serves 
to explain the mathematical model as well as the computer program. 
They are shown in order of appearance in the simulation for 
convenience. 
27 
The listed variables are used in conjunction with the actual engine 
equations and nun1erous functions of many variables to simulate the 
engine ~~rformance. The equations and functions used are shown in 
the accompanying program listing. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The results of one set of response dynamics are listed with t he 
program listing. Several important variables are plotted versus time 
to observe engine dynamic response to a throttle burst from idle to 
military (full throttle without using afterburner) throttle positions . 
The simulation is run for ten seconds to allow all integrators to 
"settle" before the throttle burst is· applied. The Mach and altitude 
parameters are initialized at M = 0.5, h = 5000 for this particular r un . 
The run shown in this report was designed to evaluate the consequences 
of possible reductions in update time of computation and utilization of 
less sophisticated integration schemes. The results show clearly thn.t 
for dynamics of the general nature of the observed engine pe.rameters, 
the cycle time (update rate) could be decreased from 20 times per second 
to 10 times per second with no discernible error, and further that a 
simplier integration routine could be utilized (Adams II vs. Runge I V) 
with acceptable error at the ten cycles per second update r ate. 
USEFUJJNESS OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM TO DESIGN/MANAGEMENT ENGI~ffiERS 
Obviously any number of changes could be made with great ease and 
facility. Examples might include changes in Mach number, altitude, 
throttle inputs, throttle outputs (reductions) any of the various 
functional relationships could be changed and their effects noted. 
In the modification of existing flight simulators, such a simulation 
28 
program would be extremely valuable in evaluating proposed computer 
programming changes. The proposed changes are first inserted into the 
CSMF ~J:!g:l_ne simulation, the dynamic and quiescent effects are then 
evaluated . If the correct results are obtained, the more laborious 


























Outside air temperature 
(Degrees K) 








Total pressure ratio 
referred to sea level 
(dimensionless) 
Inverse square root of 
total temperature ratio 
referred to sea level 
standard (di.mensionless) 
Total pressure - tempera-
ture ratio quotient 
(dimensionless) 
Total pressure - tempera-




Total fuel flow (lbs/hr -
engine) 
Steady state fuel flmv 
(lbs/hr - engine) 
Acceleration fuel flovT 
(lbs/hr - engine) 
beceleration fuel flow 
(lbs/hr - engine) 





6. W fT 5LIMITER 
~ RPMr5LIMITER 
RPM 























Requested enBine speed 
(RPM) 
Minimum engine speed 
(RPM) 
RPM error (RPivl) 
Afterburner fuel flovr 
(lbs/hr - engine) 
Exhaust nozzle area. 
(square inches) 
d1ange in A. due to 
excessive T5 (square 
inches) 
Change in fuel flow 
due to excessive T5 
(lbs/hr - engine) 
Change in Rl~ due to 
excessive T5 (RI1M) 
Exhaust gas temperature 
(Degrees C) 
Engine RPM 
Time rate of change of 
RPM (RPM/ sec) 
Corrected RPM 
Percent RPM 
Maximum bleed air 
obtainable (lbs/sec) 
30 
Air conditioning bleed 
air requirement (lbs/sec) 
Boundary layer control 





























Bleed air (lbs/sec) 
Engine air flow 
(lbs/sec) 
Net thrust (lbs ) 





= 1 if NI ~ 65, 
= 0 otherwise 
Boolean V8.riable, 
3l 
= 1 if engine has flame, 
= 0 othe:nvise 
Boolean variable, 
= l if afterburner on, 
= 0 otherwi se 
Boolean variable , 
= 1 if WFT ( 500 lps/hr, 
= O.otherwise 
Boolean variable, 
= 1 if NR ~ NSR, 
= 0 otherwise 
Boolean variable, 
= 1 if P3 ) 288, 
= 0 otherwise 
Boolean variable, 
= l if T5) 6lOF4(M), 
= 0 otherwise 
Boolean varia.ble, 
= l for 2 s econds following 
afterburner light off, 











= 1 if \vBL ~ WBLMAX, 
= 0 otherwise 
Boolean variable, 
= 1 if N > 5000, 
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****CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM**#* 
*~* VERSION le3 *** 
4t wT HARRIS 
TITLE J79-8 JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
• • 
PAHAMEltR DELOAT=o.,M=.5• H= 5000., K318=l,,KJ02=0.,KS=l••KJO?=l·•···• 
K30l=l.•Cl=•53125o C2=0.0l655,C4=.l2SoCS=.u312S• C6=l••••• 
C7=l.TStC8=,5625·ClO=l,,KJ03=l.o,~F=o.,VP=JOO.•••• 
K309=1),.WFT=l300·•1H=~.,K3UH=O.•NR=5000.~NT=6S,,uN=O••••• 
NSR=JOOQ,,FN=4hOooT5=3Su •• K .J04=0,,THO=~• .~jd7=0· 
I , 





















F4M= o ••• dh31o05,.42,.l,,4So.?.,.469,,J,,97So.4o,9HO,, g,.YHO•••• 
looo9T7olo2to97o),4o,4holobto44)tlo8oo922o2oOooH92oooo 
2o?o .~~?.o?,4oo7B?.t2o5o.723 
rlT2= ?.oo.,l.l9H,24o.,l.o~~.2~B·•l••340.,.9lH•400 ••• ~s, ••• 
soo ••• 7s7 
F2T2= ~ou ••• Rl~•~4U.,~~l1o~RHotlot340o•l•OH~3.400,t••• 
l.l76~~~ou •• l.J2l 
f' i?N T H 2 = 0 • , I) • , 50 0 0 , , J tl • , ; ~ S 0 0 • • 4 9. ~ • r, 0 0 0 • ' 7 4. ·• n 3 0 0 • • 9 1~ • c • • •• 
h 6 0 0 • ' l 2 0 • , 6 9 U 0 • • 1 4 4 • 2 ·, 7?. 0 0 , • 1 S 9 • S ' 7 6 U 0 • ' 1 ., b • • 7 H 0 I) • • • • • 
lR2to'-IOOOo' lf:17, .9~00.' li:IY.l 
F4NTH2= o,,}OOu.,l?SO.•lb40.•4000.•22UO •• S6UU,•26JO ••••• 
&rioo •• 2H&o •• ~Joo •• ~37~ •• 67~o •• s~uu •• r2so •• M7Jo.,7~oo ••••• 
B 9 ~ o • , ·n:, o • , 1 o o on • , b ·r s u • , 1 coo o • 
F 51-1 :: 0 • • 1 4 4 I) • • • l • 1 ? 3 I) • • • ~ • 1 0 4 0 • • • ~ • '.J ~ i) • • • 4 • H 7 5 • • • s •. , 4 0 • • • b • • •• 
5 A 0 • , • 7 • 4 ?,I) • , , H • ?.i:i 0 , • • 1.1 • l 6 0 • ' 1 o ' ~ U • • 1 • 1J ~ • ll • • 2 • ? • U • 
FUNCTION F?NTH2= o.d.,51i00odot 6075.ooAHtA14R .. ,4S4o6'lJS,,n •••• , 
95oo •• o. 
u 
fUi'lC T 1 ON F l AJ= ?f:lO., 1). • 336., ()., JSO., 42fJ, • 4 l 0,, 1 J f.lo. • 450. • l Hdl} , •, • • 
4 9 0 o t 2 2 () 0 , • 52() • • C J () IJ o • 5 H 0 o o 2 4 4 0 o ' 7 0 0 o t ?. 4 4 II o. 
f' lJ N C T liJ N F 3 N T H ?. = 0 • , 0 • ol 3 0 0 • , 3 5 U • , 5 0 0 0 • , 7 h 5 , • 6 4 0 0 • • '7 6 5 • • 7 2 0 0 .: • .. • 
ltl'::i4. t9SI)Uo•lH"14. 
tUNC T 1 0 N f' l UN :: - 1 2 U 0 • , 0 • • U , • 0 • , ~ 0 , • , 4 4 0 • 1 U 0 • • o 11 ' 1 Sf) • • • '1 H • 2 0 U • • • • • 




















. ~'(1 t I 
; \ · 
.,. 
F20N= -l20o.,J.,-looo •• l.,-Roo ••• ~o4,-6oo ••• 7A~.-400 ••••• 
• 0 0 4' -2 ,) 0 ••• J 14 ' 0 • ' () •• l 2 0 0 •• 0 • 
FlTfi= o, tV. o':i. 7~ou •• 7. 7,-41JQ,,I'\,H..,,-J')O,ol3.27•11• oll. 7, ••, 
4H0.,22.1?·113U •• ?4.J4,}5HO,,ih.~~·~l~U.,~7.4Jo~J~U ••••• 
28.76t~hAS.o5U.o?6dS. 
F2TH= Q.,u •• 5.75oQ,,f1,t:;S,l.4t:;ol3.27,1.96lol7.7•2·179 •••• 
2 2. 12 • 1 , t, t1 f1, ?. 4 , 3 4, 1 • c 1 3, 2 6. 5 S • • . f? 3 I • i:! 7 • 4 J, • 5 1) 9, 2 ti . 7 6, , •• 
o •• so.,u. · · 
FJT?= ?oo •• sooo.,J J o •• sooo •• JJ4 •• ssoo •• J4U •• 6uoo.,J4A ••••• 
6500·•3SY •• 7uoo.,J7o.s,740o •• J~l •• 76H~ •• 5oo •• 7A~s. 
f3TH= ~ •• SY7 •• 6.7,SY7,,17.3~335.,2R.7,JJ5.,?.~.l5,J30.,~ •• 
34,7,J47,,36,So347.o49,,482.,SO.o482, 
~ J 
F'UNCTIUN F4TH= Q,,o,, ·Jz~,Q,o34,7,.39o36 .• 5 •• ~9o49.tlo 1 t50 •• l. 
'FUI~CTION F4T2= 200. ,57, .274.,'/l.So3UOo•HB.5o3JQ,,93.5o1n9,,9n•• 
4tn •• u •• soo •• o. ••• 


















f'UI-ICT 1 ON 
* f"UI•ICT ION 
F7NTH2= Q,,l •• l250.o.25•2500 ••• 05t400u~,Q.,9SO O .o0• 
FJM= o •• o ••• J,soo ••• s.l2So.,.7,2l2o ••• s,z6oo: •• 9, J2o o ••••• 
lotlh00oolol•JQ OQ •• l.~o4lOO.tlo3o4270,,l,4o4400o o o 0 o 
loSo4470,olo6o4S00of2,5o4500o 
F2A6T2= 20Q.,Q.,225.,Q,,2J5 ••• 160o244,,,465•31~.2.l.,J34 ••••• 
.830tJ47 ••• 760•37u.,.700o423.to66e,soo ••• 66B 
F267H= Ooo?.Oo•3h500 •• llodo4~000oo7,6,52000.,S.2•••• 
63U00.~3.l•79000 •• l.2 
I 
F2?.6AT= l53otlo429t?.HI:Iodoo3:-\3odo 
r227H= Oot0ot360H~ ••• 22749o79000ooo2~T49 
F270H= Ooolo2llo35000.olo246,45000otoHt19000ooo054 
.. ... ... . ........ j 
rlNTH2=Q,,Q,,lSOQ.,l9,,2Q Q O.,l ~ .,J000.,24,,3 8 0 0 ., 4 0,,,,. 
460o •• sz •• ~ooo.,4s.,ssoo.,s4.s.nooo •• 7z.7, 65 oo •••• • 
loo •• osoo •• ll9.2.7ooo.,lJ0.6•72 no •• lJ6.,74 00 •• l J9 .4,,,. 
7ASQ,,l4J,5,8700,,l40,,9SOO.ol40. 
FUNCTION FlN= o.,o.,sooo.,o •• SS9S.,s.,6340 •• lJ.,67l7.,l H.,7 0H 6 ••••• 
zz.s,7Jol •• 24,,76HS •• zs •• 7d77.,zo •• A 4S~ •• 2 6~ 
FUNCTION r6NTH2= 'o,,o,,sooo.,9QQ,,SSOO.~l200,,600Q.,lBS0,,62 0 0 ••••• 
. ..,. . 
·' ' 
~: \ ':· 
~'1 '• H , 4•,• 






























l j , ., . 




23SO.t6400.,30S0.,6600.,4200.,6800. , S600. , 7000. , 7000.,.,. 
72oo.,soso.,740Q.,88S0.,7600.,940Q.,7800.,9900.,8800., •• , 
112SQ,,9SOOotll2SO. 




fUNCTION FSN= Q,,o,,S810.t0ot6402.,,4,684Q,,,862t7639,,1,,8454,,1, 
* FUNCTION f3AJ= 280.,l.,430,,l,,597.5••45t700.,,45 
• 
FUNCTION F2AJ= zso.,o.,37o •• o.,4lo.,zoo.,szo.,4so.,7oo.,soo • 
• 
FUNCTION F2N= Q,,Q,,6532.,o,,6717.,zso.,7070. t 2SO.t7316.,SS0, , 7462.,~ •• 
550ot768S,,Q,,8454ot0o 
FUNCTION f3H= o.,.s,zsoo.,.s,zl2S0.,,575t52SOO.to817t67500. , •• , 
.945t79000 •• l. 
0 
fUNCTION f4TH= o.,o.,Jz,,o,,34.7to39,36.Sto39t49.,},,So.,l . 
.. 
0 


















KAJ= COMPAR (Nlt65,) 
K302=COMPAR (THt35.) 
K304= CO MPAR (500otXFT) 
K305= CO MPAR (NR t NSR) 
K306=COMPAR (P3t288 m) 
K309= PULSE (2,,K302) 
K310= COMPAR (X3lOtWBLMX) 
K340= COMPAR (NtSOOO,) 







02TH2= DEL2*AFGEN <F2T2tT2) 
P3= OEL2~AFGEN(f2NTH2tNTH2) 
























NR= AFGEN(FlTH,THl*AFGEN<FST2tT2>•1.8*T2*AFGEN(F2TH,TH) + 5000• 
NSR= ~FGEN (F3T2tT2> 


































,<1 .1 I 
.. 
' . 
• ·~ . 
... 
~~ · 










TH=27.*STEP(l0.) + THO 
VP=Clll7.*M)/AfGENtfl06HtHI 
* WA= DEL2*RTH2*(AFGEN(flNTH2tNTH2)+AFGENCflNtN)I-WBL 
FN=F~+FGl-FR 
FG=K301*1.2l*OEL2*CAFGENCF6NTH2,NTH2}+AFGENCF6M,M}*AFGENCFSN 9 N ••• )*(K302 +(l.-K302l*AFGEN<F3AJ,AJ>>-<<l.-K302l*AFGEN ••• 
(f2AJtAJ))+AFGEN<F2N,N>-4B.5*WBLI 
fGl= K302*(85.88*(P3+7.0I*AFGEN(f3HtHI-2000.)*••• 





* PRTPLOT TH 
LA BEL THROTTLE INPUT 
PRTPLOT Nl 
LA~ ~ L PE~CENT RPM 
PRTPLOT N 




LAdEL TOTAL FUEL FLOW 
PRTPLOT FN 
LAI::lEL THRUST 





NI KAJ AJ 
FOFAJ ZZOOOl FlOFT5 
K306 PJLIM NSR 
WBLAC ~ll::lLMX X 310 
K304 WFT F20FT5 
ZZ0006 D2RTH2 WFAf3 
T5 XT5 DAJT5L 
ZZ0002 K309 RTH2 
NR K305 ON 
K310 WHL WA 
Z70003 FlOFN ZZ0004 




DWFT5L w ~ ss 
NDOT F20FN · 







, .. . 
·OUTPUTS INPUTS PARAMS INTEGS + MEM BLKS FORTRAN DATA CDS 
65C5oo> 246<14oo> 83<'+oo> 6+ o= 6<Joo> 68C6oo> lo8 
ENOJOH 
. ' · 
.'f ~ I 
.. : ~~ \'~· 
~;:j. •' ~. 1 {;.~' .· 
r · - - -·~· - · ·- - : .. ... . .. 
38 
( 
PROBLEM DURATION o.o TO J.ooooE 01 
--··-··----. 
VARIABLE MINIMUM TIME MAXIMUM TIME TH s.ooooE oo o.o 3.200UE 01 l.ooooE 01 NI 
. - 6-. 50 0 0 E 0 1 o.o 9.9905E 01 1.7250E Ol 
s.ooooE 03 o.o 7.6850E 03 lo 7250E 01 
15 l.l655E 02 o.o 6.5658E 02 le6250E 01 WFT 6.5963E 02 o.o 8.9258E 03 lo5700E 01 FN •3.B387E 02 l·OOOOE Ol 8.9573E 03 l.6050E 01 NR s.uoooE 03 o.o 7.61::150E 03 1.\JUOOE Ol 
NSR s.ooooE 03 o.o s.ooooE 0-3 o.o 
ON 1).0 o.o 2.6850E 03 l.OOOOE 01 AJ 3.387;3E 02 2.9950E 01 S.9700E 02 o.o 
WFSS 6.5963E 02 o.o B.l917E 03 2.9950E 01 
, WFA o.o o.o 1.6086E 03 1.",550E Ol WFO o.u o.o o.o o.o 
WA }.8047E Ol loOlOOE Ol 1.4330E 02 1.7250E 01 
K307 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
X307 5.2521E 02 o.o 6.1QOOE 02 1.7250E Ol OWFTSL o.o o.o o.o o.o 
OAJTSL o.o o.o o.o o. o 
ORPTSL o.o o.o o.o o.o 
... 
I · •. ' . ;, ., 
I· ~ V.\l 
,.: • \ -<' t' .... "! 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lo3500E 0 l 
1o4000E 01 





















2 o5 000 E 01 
" 
'li ~ . ~· 
/I · 
J ~..·,:.t ':"'·'u, .., , '" ( ( ~ .. , ,  
,. •\ I :. t 









































































































02 ----------------------------- -------------- - ----· 

















. loOOOOE 00 6o5963E 
lo5000E 00 6o5963E 
2oOOOOE 00 6.5963E 
z.soooE oo 6.5963E 
3.0000E 00 6.5963E 
3o5000E 00 6o5963E 
4oOOOOE 00 6.5963E 
4o5000E 00 6o5963E 
s.ooooE oo 6o5963E 
s.soooE oo (l.5963E 
6.QQOOE 00 6.5963E 
6.SOOOE 00 6.5963E 
7.0000E 00 6.5963E 
7.SOOOE 00 6.5963E 
8.0000E 00 6.5963E 
a.soooE oo 6o596JE 
9oOOOOE 00 6.5463E 
9.SOOOE 00 6.59o3E 
1oOOOOE 01 1o3203E 
loOSOOE 01 1·'•580E 
lo1000E 01 1o6418E 
lolSOOE 01 lo9338E 
lo2000E 01 2.2!:l84E 
lo2SOOE 01 2.6105E 
lo3000E Ol 2.8705E 
lo3500E Ol 2.8'573E 
lo4000E Ol 3o0033E 
lo4500E 01 3o9454E 
lo5000E 01 5.5!:l69E 
lo5500E 01 8o4875E 
}o6000E 01 8o5501E 
lo6500E 01 . Bo03?7E 
lo7000E 01 8.0611E 
lo7SOOE 01 8o0929E 
lo8000E 01 Bol172E 
lo/3500E 01 8o1355E 
lo9000E 01 8.1493E 
lo9500E 01 8ol597E 
z.ooooE 01 8ol676E 
z.osooE 01 8.1 736E 
2.1 OOOE 01 8.1781E 
2.1500E Ol 8.1814E 
. 2.2000E 01 8o11:3'•0E 
?..2500E Ol 8.1A59E 
2o3000E 01 8o1874E 
2o3500E 0 l 8o1885E 
2o4000E 01 8.lij9JE 
2.4500E 01 8old99E 
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J I "I''" 0 1 . ... : . ....... ,,,. 7 












































































































































































•1• 000 OE 0 0 5.9700E 
l.SOOOE 00 s.97ooE 
2.0000E 00 5.9700E 
2o5000E 00 5.9700E 
3.0000E 00 5.9700E 
3.5000E 00 5.9700E 
4.0000E 00 5.9700E 
4.SOOOE 00 s.970oE 
s.ooooE oo 5.9700E 
s.soooE oo 5,9700E 
6.0000E 00 5.9700E 
6.5000E 00 5.9700E 
7.0000E 00 5.9700E 
7.SOOOE 00 5.9700E 
s.ooooE oo s.97ooE 
B.SOOOE 00 5.9700E 
9.0000E 00 5.9700E 
9.SOOOE 00 5.9700E 
loOOOOE 01 5.9700E 
loOSOOE 01 5.3368E 
'·· 
lelOOOE 01 4.8589E 
1-lSOOE Ol 4.4981E 
l.~OOOE 01 4.225BE 
lo2500E 01 4o0202E 
le3000E Ol 3.86SOE 
lo3500E 01 3.7479E 
lo4000E 01 3.6595E 
l.4500E 01 3.5928E 
loSOOOE Ol 3.5424E 
le5500E Ol 3.5044E 
lo6000E 01 3.4757E 
lo6500E Ul 3.4540E 
le7000E 01 3.4376E 
1.7500E Ol 3.4253E 
l.BOOOE 01 3.4160E 
1.8500E 01 J,40f:I9E 
1.9000E 01 3.4036E 
lo9500E 01 3o3996E 
2.ooooE 01 3.3966E 
z.osooE 01 3.3943E 
":""' 2.1000E 01 3.3926E 
2o}500E 01 3.3913E 
2o?OOOE 01 3.3903E 
2~zsooE 01 3.3!:396E 
2 .JOOOE 01 3.3890E 
?..3500E 01 3.3!:3H6E 
2e4000E Ol 3.3883E 
2o4500E Ol 3.3BBOE 
" 
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